
30%
Mostly a patchwork of multi-vendor 
platforms/disparate solutions, with some 
centrally organized elements

12%
A patchwork of multi-vendor platforms  
or disparate solutions

29%
A completely centrally  
organized network

29%
A mostly centrally organized 
network, with some disparate 
elements

SYSTEMS ARE COMMON

Negative impacts of 
patchwork systems

Percentage of respondents who say their systems work well enough 
to meet their needs by level of IT system centralization

Those with mostly centrally organized systems

37%

Those with mostly patchwork systems

29%

Those with completely patchwork systems

24%

READ OUR FULL REPORT
to discover more insights about the state of the patchwork 
workplace and tips for accelerating your business through  
system centralization.

Download the Report

SoftwareONE’s new report shows pervasive patchwork IT systems 
frustrate users and impact business goals at a majority of organizations 

 
SoftwareONE surveyed 500 IT leaders in August 2022 about their companies’ current IT 
infrastructure. The findings were clear: Patchwork systems of multi-vendor or disparate 

tech stacks are prevalent, and they negatively impact daily business operations.

Top 3 factors that contribute to 
patchwork systems

01
Decision-makers attempting to please everyone  
by including everyone’s favorite tool/program

02
Decision-makers selecting tools that don’t  
meet users’ needs

03
Rushed transition to remote work during  
the pandemic

91%
of IT leaders believe eliminating patchwork 
systems would make it easier for their 
company to outpace competitors.

STREAMLINING 
  
SYSTEMS PAYS OFF

83%
of IT leaders say their companies are 
proactive in responding to emerging  
IT challenges.

But IT leaders admit there are many  
hurdles to overcoming patchwork systems 
— and they’ll need help to reach the end  
of the road.

Luckily, the hard work of completing a  
tech migration pays off, and companies 
begin to see results early in the process  
of streamlining patchwork elements.

Top 6 challenges to streamlining 
patchwork systems

Staffing limitations — need a bigger team  

to do the work

Haven’t found the right software/system to  

meet my company’s needs

The software my company requires doesn’t 

connect to other critical systems

1.

2.

3.

Existing legacy system/footprint prevents  

new integrations and modernization paths

Budget limitations

Need support from an external partner/

consultant but haven’t found the right fit

4.

5.

6.

71%
of IT leaders say their company’s  
IT setup has at least some 
patchwork elements.

There’s no single factor that caused 
patchwork systems, but most 
IT leaders blame a plethora of 
unneeded or redundant digital tools.

52%

33%

32%

SYSTEMS TAX TEAMS
AND UNDERMINE BUSINESS GOALS

93%
of organizations whose IT setups have 
patchwork elements suffer from adverse 
effects to some degree.

Which statement best describes your company’s current IT infrastructure?

IT ISSUES

Increased security vulnerability 39%

IT department spends extra time  
providing tech support 39%

END-USER ISSUES

Reduced productivity 36%

Inefficient communication  31%

Frustrated users 29%

Disorganized files 26%

BUSINESS ISSUES

Wasted budget 24%

Missed sales goals 12%


